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WP F GENERAL OBJECTIVE

 Definition of reference architectures necessary to carry out big 

data production 

– At national level

– At European level

 Architecture is the fundamental organisation of a system 

embodied in its components, their relationships to each other, 

and to the environment, and the principle guiding its design and 

evolution[ISO/IEC 42010 Systems and software engineering -

Architecture description]
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NSIs have recently start building their Big Data management information 

systems

WHY ARCHITECTURAL WORK?
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Building ‘similar’ information systems by reuse

WHY ARCHITECTURAL WORK?
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Having common infrastructures at EU level

WHY ARCHITECTURAL WORK?
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WP F Participants

 8 countries: 

– IT (coordinator)

– BG

– DE

– DK

– EE

– FR

– NL

– PT
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WPF Output

 Definition of BREAL (Big data REference

Architecture and Layers)

 BREAL Scope

– Within ESSnet Big Data II project: standardize and 

orient implementation WPs’ work

– Beyond the project: serve as a reference for National 

and European investments on Big Data-based Official 

Statistics
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Architectural Layers

 Four layers:

1. Business architecture - Describes the processes the 

business uses to meet its goals

2. Application architecture - Describes how specific 

applications are designed and how they interact with 

each other

3. Data architecture - Describes how the enterprise 

datastores are organized and accessed

4. Technical architecture - Describes the hardware and 

software infrastructure that supports applications and 

their interactions
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Architecture and Frameworks: State of the art - 1
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UNECE Standards

Generic Statistical Business 

Process Model (GSBPM)

Business phases/processes needed to 

produce official statistics

Generic Activity Model for 

Statistical Organisations (GAMSO)

Activities that take place within a 

typical organisation that produces 

official statistics

Generic Statistical Information 

Model (GSIM)

Reference framework for statistical 

information

Common Statistical Production 

Architecture (CSPA)

Reference architecture for the 

statistical industry

Common Statistical Data 

Architecture (CSDA)

Reference architecture for official 

statistics based on both traditional and 

new types of data sources



Architecture and Frameworks: State of the art - 2
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Eurostat Standards

ESS Enterprise Architecture 

Reference Framewor (EARF)

Set of EA artifacts builds upon: 

GSBPM, GAMSO, and CSPA.

ESS Statistical Production 

Reference Architecture (SPRA)

Set of Building Blocks and Services 

necessary to realise the EA 

architecture in the ESS

Eurostat Big Data Task Force 

(BDTF)

Set of documents describing a 

strategy for the integration of big data 

in official statistics at EU level (e.g. 

Towards a Reference Architecture for 

Trusted Smart Statistics)



The work so far

 Deliverable describing the Business Layer of 

BREAL submitted to the Review Board and in 

revision status: 
– Available on the project wiki at:  

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/mwikis/essnetbigdata/index.p

hp/WPF_Milestones_and_deliverables
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https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/mwikis/essnetbigdata/index.php/WPF_Milestones_and_deliverables


BREAL Business Layer

 Principles

 Business Functions and Big Data Life 

Cycle

 Actors and relationships
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Principles: Data Capturing - 1
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Principle Statement Rationale

Use an authoritative 

source (CSDA principle, 

paragraph 5)

Within a business 

process, there should be 

an authoritative source 

from which information 

should be sourced and 

updated. Where practical, 

existing information 

should be reused instead 

of recreated or duplicated.

Maintaining fewer sources 

of information is more cost 

effective. Having one 

source of information 

supports discovery, reuse 

and a ‘single version of 

truth’.

Information is captured 

and recorded at the 

point of creation/receipt 

(CSDA principle, 

paragraph 4)

Information should be 

captured and recorded at 

the earliest point in the 

business process to 

ensure it can be used by 

subsequent processes. 

Subsequent changes to 

information should be 

documented at the time of 

action.

Information is captured 

and recorded at the time 

of creation/action so it is 

not lost. The amount of 

information reuse is 

maximised by capturing it 

as early as possible.



Principles: Data Capturing - 2
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Principle Statement Rationale

Data are only “used by” 

the Statistical Office 

(BDTF principle 2)

Data are only “used by” 

the Statistical Office

the goal is the output, not 

the input

Standardise and 

harmonise data as 

quickly as possible

Standardise and 

harmonise the input data 

as early as possible (for 

example, the reference 

frame of maritime ships) 

to exclude non-used and 

non-interesting data.

Standardising and 

harmonising a big data set 

makes it easier to handle 

and process the amount 

of data and remove errors. 

Capture metadata at 

source (Common 

Metadata Framework 

principle, Relationship 

to Statistical Processes, 

iv.)

Capture metadata at their 

source, preferably 

automatically as a by-

product of other 

processes.

Metadata is captured and 

recorded at the time of 

creation/action so it is not 

lost. Metadata is required 

in order to understand the 

data itself.



Principles: Data Processing
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Principle Statement Rationale

Processing method 

(algorithm) transparent 

to all involved parties 

(BDTF )

Processing method 

(algorithm and process) 

transparent to all involved 

parties

Transparency results in 

better methods and in 

trust

Push computation out 

(BDTF)

Let the data source 

provider perform as many 

processing steps as 

possible. 

The size of the data and 

complexity of the 

processing can be too 

much to perform this at 

the statistical office only.



Principles: Relationship Management
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Principle Statement Rationale

Engage and partner with 

the input parties (BDTF)

Reward by giving back 

computation output –

close the loop!

To make it more desirable 

to share data and work 

together



Principles: Quality and Security
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Principle Statement Rationale

Quality control is 

built in (EARF 

principle)

Information systems and 

statistical services generate the 

metadata required to track, 

monitor and continuously improve 

the quality of statistical outputs, 

statistical processes and the 

characteristics of the institutional 

environment in which the statistics 

are being produced

Support realizing the 

ambition of Vision 2020 

(and beyond) stating that 

“We manifest ourselves as 

the statistical conscience, 

which guides society 

through the information 

overload".

Security is built

in (EARF 

principle)

Information assets and systems 

are guaranteed to be available, 

cannot be compromised and their 

access is controlled implementing 

the following dimensions of 

security: Availability, Integrity, 

Non-Repudiation and 

Confidentiality

Implementation of security 

is imposed in different

legal provisions

requesting different levels

of confidentiality



Principles: Reuse of services and data
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Principle Statement Rationale

Reuse before

adapt before buy

before build

(EARF principle)

The first, preferred option to cover 

an identified need should be to 

reuse an existing generic

component (methods, definition, 

package/module/component/servi

ce …). If such functionalities are 

not readily available, the second

option is to adapt a solution which

already exists. If not appropriate, 

the third option is to buy an 

existing package. Only when no 

such packages are available, the 

functionalities should be built.

Reusing components

minimizes development

time and cost. Existing

solutions which have

already been tested in 

production are likely to be 

more robust and deliver to 

quality requirements

Reuse of data In order to reduce the 

administrative burden and to 

prevent double work, all data 

already available should be 

reused, if possible.

Reduce the administrative 

burden and prevent 

double work



Business Functions
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Business Functions - Development, Information 

Discovery and Production - 1
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Acquisition and 

recording

The ability to collect data from a given big data source, e.g.

through API access, web scraping, etc. In addition, this

function includes the ability to store and make data

accessible within the NSI.

Data Wrangling The ability to transform data from the original source

format into a desired target format, which is better suited

for further analysis and processing.

Data Wrangling consists of Extraction (retrieving the data),

Cleaning (detecting and correcting errors in the data) and

Annotation (enriching with metadata).



Business Functions - Development, Information 

Discovery and Production - 2
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Modelling and 

Interpretation

The ability to design, develop and test new algorithms

and models to process big data sources. This includes

approaches like machine learning and predictive

modelling.

Data 

Representation

The ability to derive a structure from unstructured data

(for example, free texts) or partially structured data (e.g.

data in CSV files or XML files). This includes data

modelling, establishing a data structure to represent the

data well.

Integrate 

Survey & 

Register Data

The ability to reuse and integrate other data, like survey

& register data, in order to enrich the results derived so

far.



Business Functions - Development, Information 

Discovery and Production - 3
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Enrich Statistical 

Register

The ability to enrich the statistical register(s) with the

information retrieved from the big data source.

Shape Output The ability to format and present data in such a way as to

optimally communicate the results, meaning and knowledge.

Visual Analysis The ability to format and present data in such a way as to

optimally analyse the results.

Deployment The ability to take the (new) statistical product and process

using big data sources into production, to ensure that the

statistical product is created and supported for a longer

period of time.

Support 

Statistical 

Production

The ability to support the statistical production system(s)

already in place.



Business Functions- Development, Information 

Discovery and Production - 4

Trust 

Management

The ability to gain reliability. Trust to use big data sources

in a secure and rightful manner, is needed to be able to

gain access to these sources. Trust to be able to derive the

same or even higher quality of data using big data sources

in comparison to the more traditional way of making

statistics, is needed to create new or to replace existing

statistical products.
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Business Functions - Support

Manage 

Communication

The ability to communicate and involve all

stakeholders. Note that the communication and

involvement of data suppliers is already covered by

the business function Manage data suppliers.
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Big Data Lifecycle
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Actors - 1

 IT and Statistical Pipeline Actors

– Computing Architects

– Information Architects

– Data Scientists

– Domain Experts
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Actors - 2

 Capacity Providers

– Data Providers

– Framework Providers

 Audit, Control, Compliance Actors

– DPO – Data Protection Officer

– CDO – Chief Data Officer

– Scientific and Academic Communities
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Actors - 3

 Citizens

 Other Statistical Organizations

 Media

 Government
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Relationships with Business Functions:

Specify Needs and Data Exploration
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Relationships with Business Functions: 

Development and Information Discovery
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Relationships with Business Functions: 

Shape Output Step 
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Relationships with Business Functions: 

Continuous Improvement Loop 
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Big Data Principles and Life Cycle
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Next Steps

 Four layers:

1. Business architecture - Describes the processes the 

business uses to meet its goals

2. Application architecture - Describes how specific 

applications are designed and how they interact with 

each other

3. Data architecture - Describes how the enterprise 

datastores are organized and accessed

4. Technical architecture - Describes the hardware and 

software infrastructure that supports applications and 

their interactions
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Next Step: Design
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Two Clusters

 Implementation workpackages can be grouped into two 

main clusters, namely:

– Web Intelligence, involving WPB-Online Job Vacancy and WPC-

Enterprise Characteristics, and

– Sensor Data, involving WPD-Smart Energy and WPE-Tracking 

Ships

 For each of the two clusters, application and data 

architectures to be developed
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Example: Information Architecture related to 

the Web Intelligence 

 Three main layers, inspired by the ‘hourglass model’

proposed for Trusted Smart Statistics

– Raw data layer includes data that are scraped from the web as 

they are, i.e. enterprise website, job portals, etc.

– Convergence layer contains data represented as units of 

interest for the analyses

– Statistical layer includes those concepts that are the targets of 

the analyses, i.e. Ecommerce or Skills.
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Example: Information Architecture related to 

the Web Intelligence 
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Example: Application Architecture related to the 

Web Intelligence - Acquisition and Recording  
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Yesterday work
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Thanks!

Work done by 
Frederik Bogdanovits (Statistics Estonia, Estonia), 

Arnaud Degorre, Frederic Gallois (INSEE, France), 

Bernhard Fischer (DESTATIS, Germany), 

Kostadin Georgiev (BNSI, Bulgaria), 

Remco Paulussen (CBS, Netherlands), 

Sónia Quaresma (INE, Portugal), 

Monica Scannapieco, Donato Summa  (ISTAT, Italy), 

Peter Stoltze (Statistics Denmark, Denmark)
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